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AIRCRAFT ENGINE



By A. R. Crosby (BAA 53576} 11515 W. North Ave. Wauwatosa. WI 53226



A,



L lRCRAFT ENGINES ARE designed to produce maximum power per pound weight. To accomplish this, these engines are operated with the highest possible compression ratio and a spark advance set to close tolerances. Hence, these engines are often close to detonation during normal operation. In addition, they are built lightly with little tolerance for the high temperatures and pressures resulting from detonation and preignition. While an automobile engine may experience detonation repeatedly without damage, aircraft engines may experience failure after detonation and preignition times measured only in seconds. Aircraft spark plugs are therefore designed to initiate the combustion process in a manner that will decrease the danger of detonation and will lessen the likelihood of fouling. The spark plug's function is to provide an electric discharge of sufficient intensity at the proper time inside the combustion chamber. The voltage output (Figure 1) of a conventional magneto, not connected to a spark plug, is shown as the green solid line wave form. If the magneto is connected to a spark plug, the shape and magnitude of the voltage wave is changed. Figure 1 illustrates the changes occurring when using a clean spark plug (solid red line) a fouled plug (dashed red line) and a plug which is fouled to the point of missing (dashed green line). When the voltage reaches a peak, the spark occurs, and then the energy still available in the system dissipates itself in damped oscillations. It should be noted that the voltage available to fire a fouled spark plug is substantially lower than the voltage available to fire a clean spark plug, and also that the voltage rises at a slower rate and its peak occurs slightly later. Above a certain degree of fouling, the rise in voltage is so slow that the peak never reaches the break down (sparking) condition. The fundamental requirement for the initiation of combustion is that the temperature of the fuel mixture present in the gap region be raised to the point of starting the chemical reaction and continuing it. The initiation of the combustion process is favored if: 1. The spark appears in a region where the fuel mixture



is high. 2. The spark appears in the region where the mixture is uncontaminated by remnants of exhaust gas. 3. The mixture (fuel-air ratio) is within reasonable limits, not too lean and not too rich. The mixture can be leaned to a point where combustion will not take place 24 APRIL 1983



unless more energy is provided at the spark. 4. The electrode geometry is such as to offer little quenching effect. The ideal geometry is that of two small pointed wires. The heavier the electrodes the greater is the quenching and the larger the spark energy required



to initiate the combustion. After the ignition delay a nucleus of flame appears and the flame propagates along a flame front at 200 to 300 feet per second, pushing and compressing the fresh mixture ahead of it, until it reaches the end walls of the combustion chamber. The combustion is more efficient when the flame travels fast. Slow burning obtains less power and encourages detonation. Figure 2 illustrates the seriousness of over advanced spark. Note that advancing the spark from 30 to 40 degrees results in a 20% decrease in the preignition point of the spark plug. Figure 3 illustrates qualitatively the relationship between combustion time and crank angle, peak pressures and detonation characteristics. The graph shows the pressure vs. combustion of a typical aircraft engine with two ignition sources and with one ignition source, and shows the peak pressures developed in the chamber. For two sources of ignition, combustion occurs through only 45° and the peak pressure reaches 100 psi and it is free of detonation. For one source of ignition the combustion time increases to 65° and the pressure drops to 80 psi and the possibility of detonation increases because of the lengthened combustion time. The loss of power corresponding to the peak pressure dropping from 100 to 80 psi could be recovered by increasing the spark advance. In so doing, the combustion time could be made approximately 10° less to increase the pressure from 80 to 100 psi, but detonation would most likely occur, and useable power would



not be increased. When proper combustion is generated, power is developed and when power is increased, the temperature inside the combustion chamber also increases. The temperature may rise to a point which could cause some engine parts, including spark plugs, to overheat, independently causing the ignition of the air-fuel mixture. It is necessary,



then, to select a spark plug which prevents any possibility of preignition, i.e., a spark plug with a correct heat range.



The heat range of a spark plug is measured in IMEP (indicated mean effective pressure) and is rated at the highest engine output at which a spark plug will run without preignition. The heat range effects the preignition
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point, as well as the ability of the spark plug to resist fouling. The nose ceramic must, at all engine conditions, reach a temperature high enough to resist an accumulation of combustion deposit, but not too high to induce preignition. The very end of the nose ceramic is hottest, while the upper portion near the ignition seal is the coolest.



When the fuel-air mixture ignites in the cylinder, all



parts exposed to the combustion chamber gases become hot. especially the lower insulator tip. To keep the insulator tip from reaching a temperature that will cause preignition, the heat must be dissipated along a path which progresses from the tip to the lower insulator, the FLAME PROPAGATION ONE VS TWO IGNITION SOURCES
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lower assembly gasket, the spark plug shell, the engine seat gasket, and finally through the metal of the cylinder head into the fins of the cylinder head and out into the air stream. The heat range of a spark plug is determined primarily by the length of the lower insulator (green area in Figure 4). The longer this is, the hotter the plug will operate. The shorter it is, the cooler the plug will operate. The temperature of the lower electrode is generally lower than that of the ceramic. The center electrode is subjected to two types of heat sources: one from the gas of combustion, which effects all of the exposed surfaces and tends to erode the electrode, uniformly decreasing its size, the other from the spark energy dissipation which affects the region of the spark discharge and tends to change its geometry, causing it to take on a triangular or oblong shape. Spark break down occurs when the gap region is ionized to the point of allowing a discharge at a reasonable impressed voltage. This ionization is facilitated by the thermo emission of electrons from the hot center electrode. The hotter the electrodes the greater the electron emission and the lower the voltage at which the spark plug discharges. The temperature in the center electrode depends on the material used, on its geometry and size, and on the heat obtained from the engine output and spark energy dissipation. The ideal center electrode is that which has the smallest size, and is made of some material (such as platinum) able to operate at elevated temperatures without disintegrating or wearing off too fast. It is advantageous that the voltage required to induce the discharge or the sparking voltage be as low as possible,



because in borderline engine conditions a requirement for higher voltage may result in a misfiring, sputtering engine instead of a smoothly running, full powered engine. Figure



5 illustrates some of the variables effecting the sparking voltage. A fine wire spark plug and a massive electrode plug are compared in the left hand figure. The sparking voltage increases almost linearly with gap size. Note that 26 APRIL 1983
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when the gaps are .015, the sparking voltage of the fine wire plug is only slightly less than that of a massive electrode plug, but that there is a difference of 1.5 KV as the gaps increase from .015 to .030. A higher voltage is necessary for massive electrode plugs. On the right hand side of the chart, note that for a gap of .015 both types have about the same sparking voltage throughout the output range, but for a gap of .030 the sparking voltage of the fine wire spark plug is considerably less throughout the output range. This indicates that new plugs may give a satisfactory performance regardless of their type, but the advantage of the fine wire type becomes more and more evident as service life increases. Unfortunately, their cost is 3 to 5 fold more than massive electrode plugs. Figure 6 illustrates the construction of two types of plugs which are essentially of the same heat range. The one on the left is a massive electrode plug and the one on the right a fine wire spark plug. The massive electrode spark plug has a copper cored, nickel covered center electrode which is fitted into a mating



hole in the ceramic nose. Since it is necessary to have a clearance between these two mating parts, the nose ceramic is necessarily short because of its inability to dissipate efficiently the heat absorbed from the burning gas. The fine wire spark plug has fine wire electrodes made of selected platinum alloy and the hole in the ceramic nose



is filled with centrifugally cast pure silver. Since there is



a good bond between center electrode and silver, and between silver and ceramic, the heat absorbed by the ceramic is readily dissipated to the upper portion of the insulator



so that it is possible to have a much longer nose ceramic for a given heat range, thus improving substantially the



anti-fouling characteristics. The massive electrode spark



plug has a massive clover leaf type ground electrode. It is made of nickel alloy and is massive because it must run at temperatures low enough to prevent rapid erosion. The fine wire spark plug has two thin platinum ground electrodes which will resist erosion because of the properties
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inherent in the platinum material. The resultant geometry provides an open, easily scavenged firing end, and also a gap with little spark energy quenching. The spark plug, more than any other engine part, is sensitive to fuel-air ratio. Figure 7 shows the possibilities of controlling preignition by richening the mixture. Note that leaning the mixture causes the plug to develop steady preignition and the power will drop sharply. Richening the mixture causes preignition to disappear with only a gentle power decrease. Figure 7 (bottom half) shows the possibilities of controlling detonation by richening the mixture. In this example, the output of the engine was kept low enough so that the plug would not preignite at maximum power fuel-air ratio. Detonation can be induced or eliminated by changing the fuel mixture from lean to rich. With a rich mixture, the barrel and seat gasket are only slightly cooled, but the ceramic tip is extremely sensitive. A drop of several hundred degrees Fahrenheit in the ceramic tip, with an insignificant drop in power output may be achieved by richening the mixture about 25^ from the maximum power setting. In an aircraft engine, several types of fouling may occur. 1. Carbon fouling results from low power operation, especially at rich carburetor idle. The temperature of the nose ceramic is so low that the carbon formations are not burned away and accumulate on the cold ceramic surfaces. 2. Lead fouling may be induced by long sustained cruise operation. During this time the condition for lead deposit formation is favorable, and while the spark plug may not miss during cruising flight, it is conditioned to miss as soon as a sudden power increase occurs, such as when take-off power is applied. 3. A combination of lead and carbon deposit fouling may occur The lead deposit is reduced to metallic lead by the presence of carbon which can be present in rich fuel mixture conditions or oil pumping.
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4. Fouling may occur as the result of glazing of the ceramic nose, which may be induced when a sudden engine temperature rise occurs and overheats the nose ceramic to the point of melting the deposit, which at this stage becomes very conductive. This is especially apt to occur with an improper selection-of heat range for a spark plug. 5. Fouling may be caused by the encrustation of oily carbonaceous deposits around the gap, and results from oil leaking past pistons or a too cold heat range spark plug. In summary, aircraft engine spark plugs are designed to allow these engines to operate at maximum power output with a minimum likelihood of detonation, and are designed to lessen fouling. These requirements are met through construction, gap sizing, heat ranges, dual ignition systems, and by controlling the fuel-air ratio. Fouling of the spark plug can be lessened by selection of a suitable spark plug having the best anti-fouling characteristics and heat range, as well as by the implementation of best operational practices. Acknowledgements Figures 1, 3 and 5 are from Proceedings, 1957 AC Aircraft Spark Plug Seminar. Flint, Michigan. Figures 2 and 7 are from "More Pep From Your Plugs:, AC Spark Plug Division, General Motors Corp., Oct. 1961. Figure 4 is from "Guide to Aircraft Spark Plug Care", AC Bulletin AV-993, August 1978. Figure 6 is from "Aviation Service Manual", Champion Spark Plug Company, Bulletin AV-6.
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Technical data, spark plugs 

Nov 19, 2002 - 0.7 to 0.9 mm. Maintenance interval See Owner's Manual ... Wiring diagrams. Checking ... connector, according to wiring diagram. Connector ...










 








Spark Plugs - lacetti.com.ua 

Primo elettrodo al mondo in lega d'iridio ultra-fine di 0,7 mm di diametro, sviluppato da DENSO. Migliora notevolmente l'accendibilitÃ  e la durata in servizio.










 








Spark Plugs - Size 

ignition system produces a spark to ignite the mixture. An aircraft spark plug consists of three major parts: the elec- trodes, the ceramic insulator, and the metal ...










 








Building Basics: Spark Plugs 

to more than $50, and eight to 12 plugs per engine, spark plugs become ... the surface areas in the combustion chamber exceed a critical limit or if the spark plug ...










 








Technical data, spark plugs 

Nov 19, 2002 - Maintenance interval See Owner's Manual ... http://127.0.0.1:8080/audi/servlet/Display?action=Goto&type=repair&id=AUDI.B5.FU02.28.1 ...Missing:










 








Liasse fiscale NGK SPARK PLUGS (FRANCE) SAS 

informations sur plus de 8 millions d'entreprises, avec un accÃ¨s Ã  l'ensemble des ... scannÃ©e de la liasse fiscale originale de l'entreprise. Il s'agit .... 61 281 073.










 








ford f150 engine diagram spark plugs dbid axmna 












 








2000 kia sportage spark plugs dbid 26dch 












 








Craft & Technique: Servicing Your Spark Plugs - Size 

ting past the intake valve guide or worn (or not broken-in) piston rings. ... Make a scraper from an old hacksaw blade. With a bench grinder create a probe 1/8 ...










 








Craft & Technique: Servicing Your Spark Plugs 

e-mail: [email protected]. Internet: www.mt-propeller.com. For more information, visit SPORT AVIATION on the Web at www.eaa.org the ground electrode to ...










 








2005-2007 Ford Focus Spark Plugs remplacement 

Utiliser de l'air comprimé pour nettoyer tous les débris de la zone autour des bobines d'allumage sur le dessus du moteur.. Toutes les particules qui tombent.










 








1999-2002 Suzuki SV650 Spark Plugs remplacement 

Retirer le capuchon de bougie d'allumage du cylindre 1 en le saisissant par la ... cylindre! Si quelque chose tombe dans le cylindre, vous devrez faire une larme ...










 








Cooling Of Aircraft Engine 

(c) Providing a sufficient cool- ing airflow, and, if necessary, some means of regulating the air- flow in response to varying con- ditions. A flow of cooling air.










 








Aircraft Engine Cooling 

that cylinders crack or oil temperatures rise above red- line. There are several cowling fasteners available, and not all are of the same strength and ease of use.










 








unveiling the new range of briggs & strattonÂ® spark plugs 

PROFESSIONAL SERIESÂ® V-TWIN OHV. VANGUARDâ„¢ V-TWIN OHV ... 5404, 5414, 5424, 5434. BS-OHV, BS-OHV-HT. 33.0, 35.0. 6114, 6134, 6132. BS-OHV ...










 








TELEDYNE CONTINENTAL Â® AIRCRAFT ENGINE 

99. SID97-4. TELEDYNE INDUSTRIES, INC. 1999. TELEDYNE. CONTINENTAL MOTORS. An Allegheny Teledyne Company. P.O. Box 90 Mobile AL 36601 ...










 








Continental Aircraft Engine Service Bulletin 

Now, reports from the field indicate that there is a potential movement by some oil companies to phase out 80/87 aviation grade fuel completely. The problem.










 








spark 

des saxophones, commencez par placer le Spark SL cinq Ã  quinze ... basse de l'instrument. VIOLON, ALTO, VIOLONCELLE ET INSTRUMENTS Ã€ ARCHET.










 








1996 ford f150 engine diagram ze plugs dbid 2ft 












 








MAINTENANCE MANUAL FOR JABIRU 2200 AIRCRAFT ENGINE 

Jul 26, 2012 - Figure 9 â€“ Power / Torque Curves â€“ Typical 3300 Engine . ...... The Jabiru 2200C Engine is rated at 60kW (80 hp). â€¢ 2200C engines with a serial ...










 








Review of Liquid-Cooled Aircraft Engine Installation 

estimated in the development program of liquid-cooled aircraft engines. Questions are raised .... surface, resulting in a suction peak and ultimate separation on the lower surface. .... For a specific core configuration, the relationship between the 










 








Engine Break-In For New Homebuilt Aircraft 

at least one with a top overhaul. Even the replacement of one cylinder re- quires a break-in regimen. How then do you break-in the engine and per- form taxi ...










 








teledyne continental Â® aircraft engine - Continental Motors 

YEAR. 2 of 5. 01. 28. 2003. P.O. Box 90 Mobile Alabama â€¢ 251-438-3411. SIL 03-1. Prior to operation and/or storage in cold weather, ensure that the engine is ...










 








teledyne continental Â® aircraft engine - Continental Motors 

Contains Useful Information Pertaining To Your Aircraft Engine ... The following procedure is required for preheating, starting, warm-up, run-up and takeoff. 1.
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